
 

Company Overview 

Nutri-Genetix Ltd. is a UK based Super Wellness company that has developed NGX BodyFuel: The 

World’s First Genetically Personalised Meal-Shake, for enabling people to hit their fitness, health and 

wellbeing goals faster.  

The company was founded by three co-founders with the same mission: to empower people to 

achieve better. Jeremy Poland (CEO), Hugo Jones (COO) and Alex Blyth (Inventor & Chairman) 

collectively have over 30 years’ experience across the fitness, health and wellbeing industries, 

bringing over 50 products to market in that time.  

The peak performance that genetically personalised diets can make possible used to be reserved for 

the wealthy and elite athletes, due to the cost of DNA testing and the difficulty of following a 

personalised diet plan. Our goal is to break these barriers down, so that everybody can access the 

benefits of personalised nutrition so they too can experience being the best they can be.  

We take care of the science and use only great ingredients, so customers feel confident they are 

giving their body exactly what it needs. NGX is personalised nutrition, made simple. 

After successfully proving the model in the UK and having raised over £600K in pre-SEED funding to 

date, on the 1st of November 2021 Nutri-Genetix will be launching its major SEED funding round 

(with EIS) to scale up operations, expand the product range and fund a pilot launch in the US. The 

round will be raising up to £1m off a £4m pre-money valuation.  

How does NGX work: 

NGX is based on nutrigenetics, the field of science that seeks to understand how people metabolise 

and process different nutrients based on their genetic make-up. A person’s DNA can have a 

significant effect on how their bodies use nutrients, and everyone’s DNA has a direct association 

with how their nutrients are absorbed, transported, activated and eliminated from their bodies. The 

reality is that after testing thousands of people, we have no found a single person who confirms to 

the Recommended Daily Allowance levels and text book ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach we learnt at 

school. Every body is different!  

Once a person’s genetic profile has been determined their nutritional intake can be aligned with 

their genetic make-up to achieve their optimal physical and cognitive performance. While, the 

science is complex, we have made the customer experience deliciously simple. Customers receive 

their NGX DNA test kit in the post, from which they simply take a swab from the inside of their cheek 

and post it back. NGX’s lab then run the genetic tests to identify what the customers optimal dietary 

needs are, and a customised shake is then delivered to the customers door along with their in depth 

nutritional report, highlighting key categories including; optimum levels for all essential vitamins and 

minerals, carb vs fat sensitivity, energy levels, cognitive focus, caffeine energy and even hair & skin. 

Everything a customer needs to be their best selves.  



All NGX products are made from naturally sourced, vegan friendly ingredients and contain no 

artificial sweeteners, flavours or colouring. The ratio of macronutrients in each shake (the proteins, 

carbohydrates and fats) and micronutrients (vitamins and minerals) is designed specifically to 

optimise that individual achieving their specific goal upon sign-up e.g. maximising endurance muscle 

performance, accelerating fat loss, lean muscle etc. NGX enables people to be their best selves faster 

and more easily than with non-personalised diets, supplements and shakes.   

Meet the Core Team of Nutri-Genetix 

Jeremy Poland - CEO and Co-Founder of NGX 

After completing a business degree at Manchester University, Jeremy spent 
10 years launching and marketing brands in the healthcare industry for 
fortune 250 companies. From being immersed in the fitness and health 
movement himself, Jeremy did a DNA health test and discovered the depth of 
information and insight held within his own DNA that could impact his health. 
 
 
“My genes revealed insights about my physique and nutritional requirements 
that I could never have otherwise known. However understanding was only 

half the battle - to actually implement changes to my diet and lifestyle every 
day was a whole different type of challenge. This is where the idea for NGX 
was born. We wanted to create a simple and convenient way to identify and 
hit personal nutrition requirements. The result was NGX - the world’s first 
genetically personalised shake!”  

 

Hugo Jones, COO & Co-Founder of NGX  

Hugo is a serial entrepreneur with experience leading start-ups to successful 
multi-million pound revenue. After graduating from Kings College Hugo spent 
years establishing his leading creative events agency CULT. Famous for 
working with brands including: Red Bull, Vans, Adidas, Google and Cisco 
Systems. 
 
When meeting Olga Hamilton (Now VP of Nutrigenetic Science at NGX), the 
idea for Nutri-Genetix was born: 
 

“I noticed that there was a huge abundance of information out there about 
what we could do to help our nutrition. DNA testing offers a huge amount of 
insight into our personal needs, but no one was offering a simple and 
convenient product to make it easy for customers. That’s where NGX makes a 
real difference.”  



 

Alex Blyth, Inventor, Chairman & Co-Founder of NGX 
 
Alex is a serial entrepreneur and scientist with 20 years’ experience in 
developing winning new ideas into successful companies.  
 
"I am a keen sportsman and fitness enthusiast, but I had been appalled at the 
poor quality ingredients and disingenuous science applied to fitness nutrition. 
It's all rubbish with lots of sugar and sci-fi marketing. 
So I looked at how pro athletes use personalised nutrition with high quality 
ingredients to get better results. I then had the idea to develop a simple 
shake from natural plant ingredients that used your genetics to personalise 
the ingredients and thus nutrient levels precisely to your needs! The result is 
actually better than most pros do...and certainly more convenient and 
inexpensive. They now come and use NGX!" 

 

Olga Hamilton, VP of Nutrigenetic Science 

Registered Nutritional Therapist, FdSc, DipION, PGDip Nutritional Medicine, 

BA (Hons), mBant, CNHC Registered 

Olga has over a decade of experience as a registered nutritional therapist 

and is a thought leader in the emerging field of nutrigenetics. Prior to joining 

Nutri-Genetix, Olga was providing genetically personalised meal plans for a 

wide range of high net worth and corporate clients.  

“I have a passion for the rapidly emerging field of nutrigenetics and the 

incredible insights it offers in unlocking our true individual potential. I have 

been long been developing genetically personalised diet plans for clients and 

know first hand the difficulty in it takes to keep them on track. NGX 

overcomes this through incredible simplicity – a real game changer for 

nutrition” 

 

For more information, please contact Jeremy Poland (CEO) at: 

 jeremy@nutri-genetix.com or +44 (0) 7780 623 483. 
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